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PART - A

(Madmum marla : 10)

Marks

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. N.ame two distinct components in a simulation.

2. Write any two architectural issue while considering CPLD.

3. Name the basic building block and flurdamental data q,pe of MATLAB.

4. Define the following comnrand used in Matlab: x = linspace(0,10,5).

5. what do you mean by importing and exportin g Mtain Matlab ? (5 x2= l0)

PART-B 
\\

Maximum marks : 30) \

il Ans-wer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 ma*s.

1. Write a program to implement D Flipflop rsing behavior level modelling

2. Mention the usage of '$display''& '$monitof in Verilog [IDL.

3. Compare SRAM and Anti-fuse Prrogramming.

4. Explain PLAs and PALs.

5. Explain relational operators used in Matlab.

6. Why Matlab is said to be platform dependent.

7. Define the comrnands to adding title, labels, grid lines and scaling on the graph.

Write a simple prograrn for this. (5 x6:30)
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PART - C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one full question fiom each unit. Each firll question carries 15 marks )

Uur-I
(a) Describe the sffucture of a module.

(b) Explain typical desigr flow for designing WSI IC circuits.

On

Write a Verilog program to implement 4 x I multiplexer using gate level, data flow

level and behavioral level of modelling

UNtr - II

(a) Draw and explain FPGA architecture.

(b) List three main feahres of FPGA.

On

Explain the function block or logic anay block of CPLD.

UNtr - lll

(a) Create a vector t with 10 elements: 1,2,'....... l0 and compute the following:

(i) x= t sin (t) (ii) y= (t- ly(t+l) (ru) ': sin (2)/tu

(b) ForamatrixA= [ 2 345 2 345 6;34567;4567 8], findtheresult
for the following.

Matlab commands: (i) v = a(:,4) (ii) v=a(:,2:3) @) v = a(2:3,2:4)
(rO a(4, :): I | (v) a(:,5) = [ l.

(a) Explain main features and uses of Matlab.

(b) . Give short note on Madab program files.

UNn - IV

What do you meant by curve fitting and interpolation ? How Matlab is applied for the

same, with simple example.

On
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X (a) Explain the use of hold command for generating overlay plot in Matlab. Write a

simple program using the same.

(b) How Matlab will execut€ the following commands ?

(t A = [ones (3) zeros (3 ,2); zeros (2,3) 4*eye (2)l

(ii) diag (A)'
(iii) B : eye(3)
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